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which at first sight appear complicated, confusing
and largely ornamental, consist in reality of symbols
and glyphs arranged about the central figure of
Tonatiah, the sun-god, with the symbol Olin, a day
sign signifying an earthquake. The historical por-
tion is divided into five suns or ages, four of the past
and one of the present. The present age or period
is dominated by the existing sun symbol: 0lin-Tona-
tlcih, because the earth (according to the Aztec
prophecy) is destined to be destroyed by an earth-
quake. Arranged about the symbol Olin are the four
past suns or cycles, each enclosed in a rectangle and
designed to be read from right to left. The first of
these symbols is Qcelotl, or the jaguar; the next
EJiecatlJ or the wind; the third Quiahmtl, or fire-rain,
and the last Atl, or water.
The interpretation of these is that the first sun or
age was destroyed by a jaguar, the second cycle or
sun was destroyed by a hurricane, the third by a
rain of fire, and the fourth by a flood. Each time,
according to the symbols, one human couple escaped
destruction and lived to repopulate the earth. At
the top of the stone beneath the tails of two reptiles
is the symbol for ff13-Acatl" or reed, indicating that
the present or fifth sun began or appeared in that
year. Another symbol indicates that the present sun
will end with the promised destructive earthquake
on the day "OKn-4" This date symbol is followed by
three hieroglyphs indicating the points of the com-
pass. ISText in order, outside the historical portion of
the stone, are the twenty Aztec day signs or symbols,
while surrounding all are two reptilian monsters
meeting face to face and with their tails at the top

